Errata {#s1}
======

Tang W, Hu J, Zhang H, Wu P, He H. Kappa coefficient: a popular measure of rater agreement. *Shanghai Arch Psychiatry*. 2015; **27**(1): 62-67. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.11919/j.issn.1002-0829.215010

In the 2^nd^ paragraph of section 2 of the paper, the parenthetical remark "(in this example, 35.5% \[(19+50)/200\])" should read "(in this example, 65.5% \[(66+65)/200\])". The corrected sentence should read "\'Intuitively, we may think that the proportion of cases in which the two ratings are the same (in this example, 65.5% \[(66+65)/200\]) would be a reasonable measure of agreement." This change was made to the online version on the *Shanghai Archives of Psychiatry* website as of 3 April 2015.

Meng ML, Li W, Zhang SW, Wang HY, Sheng JH, Li CB. Using aripiprazole to reduce antipsychotic-induced hyperprolactinemia: meta-analysis of currently available randomized controlled trials. *Shanghai Arch Psychiatry*. 2015; **27**(1): 4-17. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.11919/j.issn.1002-0829.215014

In the Forrest plot shown in Figure 2 in the printed issue the reference numbers for three of the studies listed in the figure were incorrect: \'Wang 2009\[46\]\' should be \'Wang 2009\[41\]\', \'Zhou 2012\[50\]\' should be \'Zhou 2012\[47\]\', and \'Zhu 2012\[52\]\' should be \'Zhu 2012\[48\]\'. The online version of the article is correct.
